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Dryback floor



Vinyl floors can now be glued with CHECK expert. A fully 
bonded CHECK expert dryback floor is more hard-we-
aring and resilient than a floating floor covering. 
This makes it particularly suitable for heavy, frequent 
use or stressed areas. The floors are dimensionally 
stable and do not move. A firm bond is partly required 
in the cont-act areas making CHECK the perfect choice.

The bonding also supports a great reduction in impact 
noise. The covering and underbody form a solid unit, 
which leads to a reduction in running noise. CHECK ex-
pert is also the optimum solution for warm water under-
floor heating systems*, as the heat is particularly well 
conducted from the subfloor to the surface due to the 
full-surface connection. All CHECK expert floors are pht-
halate-free.

CHECK expert – the long-lasting option from the specia-
list for lasting enjoyment of the floor.

Construction
The CHECK expert vinyl floor consists of several lay-

ers, which are joined to form a plank during produc-

tion. However, the click connection is not used here.
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1  UV-coating 
2  wear layer
3  decorative film
4  middle layer of virgin vinyl
5  return of virgin vinyl

   suitable for damp rooms and 
residential conservatories*

 extraordinarily durable, robust and extremely long life

 very low construction height

 easy to clean

 warm underfoot, quiet and antistatic

 phthalat-free

* according to manufacturer approval

Advantages  
CHECK expert

15 YEARS

GUARANTEE
according to  

guarantee conditions



Connection

Technical specifications Technical specifications

Bonding

Using this technique, the floor is 

glued over the entire surface using 

an adhesive. The individual planks 

are glued to the walls without tensi-

on and without joints. The manufacturer‘s instructions 

must be taken into account with regard to adhesive 

processing.

Format

Our floors are available in different formats and can 

be divided into four variants: planks, wide planks, tiles 

and XL tiles.

4-sided chamfer

A bevel is the slight bevelling of an 

edge. With a 4-sided chamfer, each 

individual plank is visually accen-

tuated.

Format &  
special features

No grooves

Boards without grooves do not reveal any gaps, resul-

ting in a smooth and harmonious appearance.



CHECK expert 0.3 

2404E  
Heinrich Oak
EAN: 4250055107704

2405E  
Theodor Oak
EAN: 4250055107711

2406E  
Blankenburg Oak
EAN: 4250055107728

2407E  
Franziska Oak
EAN: 4250055107735

2408E  
Helene Oak
EAN: 4250055107742

2409E  
Klosterbusch Oak
EAN: 4250055107759

2410E  
Waltrop Oak
EAN: 4250055107766

2411E  
Ickern Oak
EAN: 4250055107773

2412E  
Julius Oak
EAN: 4250055107780

2413E  
Scholven Oak
EAN: 4250055107797

Dimension: 1227 x 187 mm | Thickness: 2.0 mm | Wear layer: 0.3 mm 
Planks/Box: 18 | m²/Box: 4.130 m² | Boxes/Pallet: 52 Boxes

Utilisation class for private / 
commercial use:

Decor overview CHECK expert

Utilisation class for private / 
commercial / industrial use:

CHECK expert 0.55 Wide Plank

2044E  
Victoria Oak
EAN: 4250055107803

2045E  
Hellweg Oak
EAN: 4250055107810

2068E  
Wilhelmine Pine
EAN: 4250055107865

2046E  
Hibernia Oak
EAN: 4250055107827

2047E  
Vondern Oak
EAN: 4250055107834

2069E  
Bismarck Pine
EAN: 4250055107872

2048E  
Anna Oak
EAN: 4250055107841

2400E  
Auguste Oak
EAN: 4250055107889

2049E  
Bonifacius Oak
EAN: 4250055107858

Dimension: 1219 x 229 mm | Thickness: 2.5 mm | Wear layer: 0.55 mm  
Planks/Box: 16 | m²/Box: 4.459 m² | Boxes/Pallet: 39 Boxes

4-sided 
chamfer bonding

CHECK expert 0.55 Tile

2110E  
Nordstern Travertine 
EAN: 4250055107896

2111E  
Rheinbaben  
Concrete 
EAN: 4250055107902

2112E  
Zweckel Concrete 
EAN: 4250055107919

2113E  
Neumühl Concrete 
EAN: 4250055107926

Dimension: 610 x 305 mm | Thickness: 2.5 mm | Wear layer: 0.55 mm  
Planks/Box: 20 | m²/Box: 3.716 m² | Boxes/Pallet: 44 Boxes

Utilisation class for private / 
commercial / industrial use:

4-sided 
chamfer bonding

bonding

Decor overview CHECK exepert



Our team is here for you.   
Send us your requirements and we will solve them.

Our logistics and sales network can handle almost any task.
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CHECK is a brand of:

Koczwara Vertriebs-GmbH 
Suitbertstraße 22 

46242 Bottrop  
GERMANY
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